Introduction
A classical result in the theory of differentiability of functions is the theorem of Rademacher. It states that if the function f: R"c'-',R m is Lipschitzian, then f is differentiable at almost all points of R" with respect to Lebesgue measure. We will study similar theorems for functions belonging to the Bessel potential spaces L~(R") and the Besov spaces A~'~(R").
In this paper we always consider differentiability in the ordinary sense. The p, q R n main result is that if the function fEL~(R ~) (or A k ()) and if f satisfies a condition of Lipschitz type, then f is differentiable except on a set of appropriate capacity zero, v. Section 3, Theorem 2 and Corollary 1. If kp<=n there exist e.g.
Bessel potentials fEL~(R n) which are essentially unbounded in the neighbourhood of every point. An additional condition is therefore necessary to assure ordinary differentiability. Examples showing that our conditions and exceptional sets are best possible in a certain sense are given in Section 6. If (k-1)p >n it is well known that if fEL~(R ~) or J~AkP'q(R"), then f has continuous derivatives. Therefore the investigation is restricted to the case (k-1)p<=n. Ordinary differentiability of Bessel potentials except on sets that are small in capacity have been studied also by Calder6n, Fabes and Rivirre [8] and by Sj6din [15] . Aronszajn, Mulla and Szeptycki [5] have studied a special pointwise derivative of a function redefined on an exceptional set. Bagby, Deignan, Meyers, Neugebauer and Ziemer have treated derivatives in the sense of Calderrn and Zygmund, v. [6] , [9] , [12] and [13] .
In this paper notation and basic definitions can be found in Section 2, together with a survey of various forms of differentiability. The main results on differentiability are stated in Section 3 and proved in Section 5. Section 4 contains a study of the Besov capacities. In Section 6 we give examples showing that the exceptional sets are essentially as small as possible with respect to the capacity. In Section 7 we discuss generalized Morrey spaces.
Notation and preliminaries

Notation and basic definitions
Let R", n ~ 1, denote the n-dimensional Euclidean space. Let LP(R"), 1 ~ p ~ co, denote the usual Lebesgue space of measurable functions on R" and let [I" lip denote the norm. The space of Bessel potentials L~(R") is defined by L~ (R n) : {G k 9 g[gE L p (R")}.
Here G k denotes the Bessel kernel of order k>0, v. [15] . The norm in L~(R") is given by I [Gk.gHk,t,=[[gI[p. For 0<k<~, l<p<~, we define, for a compact set EcR" the Bessel capacity Bk,, (E) = inf Iif11s p where the infimum is taken over all functions fECo(R" ) such that f=>l on E. C o denotes the infinitely differentiable functions on R" with compact support. The Bessel capacity has several equivalent definitions, v. [3] and [11] . A relation which holds except on a set E, Bk,p(E)=0, is said to hold Bk,p-almost everywhere (Bk, fa.e.).
For 0<k<l the Besov or Lipschitz space AP, q(R ") consists ot all functions f for which the norm is finite, i.e.
[,f [lk, p,q 
For l~k<2 the first difference is replaced by the second difference. For k>l the space A~"q(R ") consists of those f for which
Here the derivatives are taken in the sense of distribution, v. [16] 
Definitions of and relations between different kinds of differentiability
The following concepts of differentiability are to be used presently. A function f is differentiable (or has an ordinary derivative) at a point x0CR", if f is defined in a neighbourhood of x0 and there exists a linear function A = Ax0 from R" to R 1, such that
o<l,l-~r Ill tends to zero with r.
The following definitions are generalizations of the definition of differentiability at a point:
A function f has a derivative at x0 in the LP-sense, l<=p<~, if there is a polynomial P:,o of degree one such that
as r~0. This is equivalent to f belonging to the Calder6n--Zygmund class t~(Xo), which is the oliginal concept from [7] . It is obvious that ordinary differentiability at a point implies LV-differentiability at that point.
Definitions of conditions of Lipschitz type
The conditions of Lipschitz type will be defined in this section. We begin with the property used in Theorem 1. Definition 1. Let xo~R" and let f be defined in a neighbourhood of xo.
The function f has property (ll) at Xo if for every e>0 there are a 6>0 and an t/,0<t/Ns, such that 0<]X-Xo]<6 and ly-xl<rtlx-xol imply
If a function f has property (/1) except on a set of capacity zero, then property (/i) is weaker than f having a uniform Lipschitz condition everywhere. On the other hand, there exist functions satisfying a nonuniform Lipschitz condition, but not being differentiable on a set of positive capacity, v. Section 6.
For the study of LkV(R ") and A~'q(R ") we define conditions corresponding to (/1) for f=Gk*g and f=Gk_~.7 j, in terms of the functions g and T.
Definition 2. Let gCLP(R ") and let f=Gk*g be well defined everywhere in a neighbourhood of x0CR". The function f has property (/2) at Xo if for every 5>0 there are a 6>0, and an q, 0<tl<=5, such that This can be done in the same way for f=Gk-7* 71.
Main results
The differentiability results are of the Rademacher--Stepanoff type. Theorem 1 provides a simple criterion of differentiability. It also serves as an explanation of the role played by the conditions of Lipschitz type, defined in Section 2.3, and as an iUushation of the method of proof of the following theorems. The technique was used by Federer in [10] , Lemma 3.1.5. 
e. xE R n let f be well defined in a neighbourhood of x. Then, for Ak-l,p,q-a.e. xER ~, the following properties are equivalent.
(
For kp >n, the Bessel potential is a continuous function and Theorem 2 has the following corollary. 
Ak, p,q(X) ~ A~,.,,(K).
For 0<7<k we define for a set E a third form of capacity
where the infimum is taken over all nonnegative 7' such that Gk-~* ~u---->l on E.
We are going to use A ~ in much the same way as is done in [13] . 
A~,p,~ (El w E2 ) <= const. ( A~,p,q(EO + A~,p,q (E~)).
This is easy to show, using the method in [ll] . Now let A~,p,q be extended to all sets as in (4.1). Then these two capacities have the following relation with regard to null sets, of. [13] , Lemma 3 and 5. In [13] , the following variant of Besov capacity is defined for a compact set Ec R" as
where the infimum is taken over all nonnegative g such that Gk_~.g>=l on E.
As the difference between the A~,p, cand the B~'q-capacity is only a power of p, ~(B(O , -,,) ) <= cr"-kP for 0<r<_--l. Ag, p,q(B(O, 1) ). Then we have f(x)=>l on B(0, l). This means that f(x/r)>=l on B(0, r). Put h(x)= f(x/r) and observe that for 0<k<2 )1.
Proof of Lemma 3. Let f be a test function for
By change of variables, we have
ltl.+~. 
__ rn_kp ( f llf(y+t)+f(y--t)--2f(y)lJ~
i) If Hh(E)=O,h(r)=r "-kp, then dk,p,q(E)=O when p<=q. (ii) If Ak, p,q(E)=O then Hh(E)=O,h(r)=r "-kp+" where e:>O.
P,~ "c P " >0, [19] , p. 478, 
Proof ofLemma 4 (ii). As
Bk_,/2,,p(K) <= Ak, p,q(K) for all compact sets K. Hence Bk_,/2p, p(E)=O, From [11], Theorem 22, p. 290, we deduce that Hh(E)=O,h(r)=r"-(k-"/2P)P+'/~=r"-kP+" and the lemma follows.
Proofs of the theorems
Proof of Theorem 1
Let x0 be a point where f has property (ll) and f is approximately differentiable. Let 0<e<l/2. Then from condition (ll) we have a 61>0 and an t/, 0<q~s, such that IX-Xol<61 and ly-xI<rllX-Xof imply
lf(y)-f(x)] <= e IX-Xol.
Let
W = {Yllf(Y)--f(xo)--A (y--Xo) l ~ ~ [Y--Xol}.
There is a 62>0 such that
m (B(x0, r)\W)
whenever 0<r-<62. Let 6=rain(61,62) and take xEB(xo, 6-rl6) and r --< 6.
1-~1 t/r t/r Observe that B (x,-~-)cB(xo, r) as IX-Xol+-~-<r and that B (x,-~--1c~Wr Now we can choose yEB(x,~@)c~W andweinfer xEB(y,t/--2;)cB(y,t/[x-xo] )
If
(x) -f(Xo) -A (x-Xo) l ~ If(Y) -f(Xo) --A (y -x0) l + If(x)-f(y)I+ IA(x-y)l <= ely-Xol +e IX-Xo! +clx-yl <~ 2~lx-x01 +(~+c)~lX-Xol
which shows that f is differentiable at x0.
Lemmas for the proofs of Theorem 2 and 3
The notion of approximate differentiability is essential as a technical aid when we prove differentiability. The following lemmas contain a combination of results by Bagby, Ziemer and Neugebauer. 
rn-(k-1)p then f =Gk~g has a derivative at x o in the LP-sense. (b) If the function f has a derivative at Xo in the LP-sense, p >= 1, then f is approximately di fferentiable at Xo.
The corresponding "quasi everywhere" result is stated in Lemma 6.
then f is approximately differentiable Bk_l,p-a.e. (or Ak_l,p,q-a.e ).
Lemma 5 (a) follows from the remark on p. 198 in [7] , v. also [6] 
Proof of Lemma 6. If fEA~'q(Rn), then fEtl(x) except on E, B~'q(E)=O.
This is shown in the proof of Theorem 3, p. 301 in [13] V. also [18] . By (4.4) the corresponding capacity A~,p,q(E)=0. Then by Lemma 1 and Proposition A, Ag,p,q(E)=0. If fCtf(x),p>=l, then f is approximately differentiable at x. This is Lemma 4.4, p. 140 in [6] and Lemma 6 is proved.
To prove differentiability "quasi everywhere", we use the following well-known lemma. For k-0 it can be found in [16] 
If(x)l" dx = 0 for all xoER'~E.
r-+O r -p J B(xo, r)
(ii) so+ k=O, 7 L<.o,., l/(x)-/(:,<o)l" dx = 0 for all xoER"\E.
Proof of Theorem 3
5.3.1. We choose to prove Theorem 3, as the proof of Theolem 2 is similar, but less interesting. Let fEA~,q(R'), k>l, (k-1)p<:n, l<p<~o and l~q <-oo. Let f=Gk_r. T, TEA~'q(R ") where 0<7<min (1, k-l). Lemma 2, Section 4.1, shows that (Gk_~_p.]Tl)(x0)<~ for /3=0, 1 except on a set E where A~_l,p,q(E)=0. Then from Proposition A we get Ak_l,p,q(E)=O. Using Lemma 6 in Section 5.2, we can also choose E such that f is approximately differentiable at every point in CE.
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 6 it follows that (i) implies (iii)
. In this section we are going to prove that (ii) implies (iii). Consider the set E in Section 5.3.1. We take an xoECE, fixed but arbitrary, such that f is well defined in a neighbourhood of x0 and 
Gk-r(Y)(T (X~ + t--y)--T(Xo+ t'--y)) dy[ <= ~ltl.
Let
E, = {Xo+t'ilf(xo+t')-f(xo),A(t')[ <-~lt'[ and (G~_~. Itel)(x0+t ') <<~}.
As in the proof of Theorem 1 we choose t' such that xo+t'CB(xo+t, ~/Itl)r~E~, v. [18] .
To show that f is differentiable at Xo we have to show that
It[ --1If(x0 + t) -f(xo + t')I tends to zero as [t I tends to zero. By assumption, we have absolute convergence of the integrals in (5.4) . Decomposition of the integrals gives
(x~ y)(Gk-~(t--Y)--Gk-r(t'--Y))dy = 11+12.
First we consider I2, cf. [2] , p. 878. We get
<= ecl fsi,l<lrl< 1 [~(x0+y)] [yl,_~k_~_l) dy+eczf lyl~_l I~(Xo-t-Y)le -clrl dy
observing that ]t~-t~l<=]t-t'l<=elt[ where i=1 .... , n. Each term tends to zero when e tends to zero as the integrals are convergent. The integral 11 remains to be consideled. Change of variables gives As (Gk_~_l*lTJl)(Xo) is convergent, Ijz tends to zero with It I. The integral I~3 is estimated in the same way. As f has property (l~), Ill tends to zero when It I tends to zero. This completes the proof of the fact that (ii) implies (iii).
5.3.3. In this section we prove that (iii) implies (ii) in Theorem 2, i.e. differentiability of f=Gk-~*~ at x0 implies that f has property (l~) at x0. That (iii) implies (i) follows in the same way. Choose e >0 arbitrarily.
There exist a linear function A and to the e>0 a 5>0 so that Ix-x0[<5 implies
lf(x)-f(Xo)-A (X-Xo)I <= e ]X-Xo].
Now take t such that lt]<6(1+e)-l<5 and then t" such that [t-t'l<q]t],
where ~/ is chosen such that 0<~/~e. We find that lt'l <_ (~+l)It I -<_ (~+l)Lt I < 5. Consider
fl,t -I,l t-y)-r-y))dy l <= + -fa. Gk-v (Y) ~ (Xo + t" --y) dy +fR-Gk-v (y) ~ (Xo --y) dy + A~o (t')]
+ [--flyl> ItJl2 Gk-~ (y) ~ (xo + t--y) dy + A~o (t)
The estimate flyl>ItIl~ Gk_~(y)~(Xo+t-y)dy-f ly[>ltl/2 Gk_~(y)~(Xo+t'-y)dy[ <-celt[
follows from Section 5.3.2 in the proof of Theorem 3. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Corollary 1
We consider the Bessel potentials f=Gk.g, gELP(R"), kp>n and l<p<~. Then Gk~L p', lip+lip'=l, so that Gk* lg[ are finite continuous functions, v. [2] , p. 879. Now we can use the method of the proof of Theorem 3, v. Section 5.3.2. Only the integral corresponding to 111 needs to be considered. This is the "bad" part of 
Proof of Corollary 2
For the case kp>n we consider the Besov function f=Gk_~, 7JCA~'q(R"). 
6, Examples and counterexamples
Examples showing that our conditions and exceptional sets are essentially as good as possible are presented in this section. The examples are stated in the Besov case. The Bessel case is almost identical cf. [17] .
6.1.1. The first example shows that if fCL~(R") or fEA~'q(R"), kp<-n, the Rademacher--Stepanoff Theorem cannot be generalized to yield differentiability Bk_1,p-a.e. or Ak_l,p,q-a.e. We construct a function fEA~'q(R ") satisfying a uniform LiPschitz condition on a generalized Cantor set E of positive capacity. The function is not differentiable at any point of E. We arrive at a set E = AT=oE~ where E~ is the Cantor product of n copies of Ej.
Denote each of the 2 "j "cubes" I~ by Rij and the center of Rij by x~j. . This tends to zero as M-+ ~, i.e. r-~0. If f were differentiable on E, then the L p and the ordinary derivative would be equal. Since they are not, f is nowhere differentiable on E.
6.2. The second example is a function fEA~'~(R"), n>=kp, q_>-max(p, 2), which is nondifferentiable on a set E where Ak_l,p,q(E)=O and Ae_l+~,p,q(E)>0.
On the set E f satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition. In R"\E f is differentiable and has property (/~) at points where f=Gk-r* 71 is well defined in a neighbourhood, The construction of the set is made as in Section 6.1. The function f is constructed as in Section 6.1.3 and has the same properties.
It is easy to see that f has property (l~) where f=Gk-r* 7 j is well defined.
Itl
[Dl q~ij(x + t)-Dl q~ij(x)[ <= 8 rj .
Now for ~o(x)=~T=o~,~o~j(x ) we can prove non-diffelentiability on E and that ~0CA~'q(R"), v. [18] , p. 29.
6.5. Let l<p,q<~o, O<kp<-n. There is a function f6A~'q(R ") which is essentially unbounded in the neighbourhood of every point and then f is nondifferentiable everywhere. Choose P ~ ~oEA~' , ~0~0, such that (Gk_~,~p)(0)=oo, 0<?<min(l,k-1), cf. Section 4.1. Put 7~(y)=~'=~2-~q~(y-a,)where {a~} is a dense set in R" and put f=Gk-~*~, cf. [16] , p. 159.
A remark about differentiability conditions in terms of generalized Morrey spaces
Consider gELP(R ") and f=Gk*gEL~(R"), k>l. Let gEE"P(R"), a generalized Morrey space, see [14] for the definition.
Convolution of a function gEE ''p, -n/p<=cr ~>=l-k and kp<=n, with the Bessel kernel Q gives that the resulting function Gk*g is diffelentiable (k-1, p)-a.e. This is proved by showing that for gEE 1-k'p, Gk*g has property (12), v. [17] , p. 28. Hence Gk*g is diffelentiable foi every Xo where (Gp* lg])(x0)< o% fl=k-1, k, v. [17] .
